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Abstract 
Arai, T., S. Ueno and Y. Kajitani, Generalization of a theorem on the parametric maximum flow 
problem, Discrete Applied Mathematics 41 (1993) 69-74. 
A general theorem on the nesting property of minimum cuts in a parametric network and its conse- 
quence to the parametric maximum flow problem are presented. 
A network is a directed graph G = (V, A) with two distinguished vertices, a source 
s and a sink t, and a nonnegative capacity c(u, u) for every arc (u, u) E A. We denote 
the number of vertices of G by n. We extend the capacity function to arbitrary 
vertex pairs by defining c(u, u) = 0 if (u, u) is not an arc in A. A flow f in G is a real- 
valued function on the vertex pairs satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) f(u, u) 22 ~(24, u) for (~4, 0) E Vx V, 
(ii) f(u, 0) = -f(0, U) for (u, u) E Vx V, 
(iii) CoEy f(u,u)=O for ueV-{.s,t}. 
The value u(f) of flow f is C,, V f(u, t). A maximum flow is a flow of maximum 
value. The classical maximum flow problem is to find a maximum flow in G. 
For two disjoint vertex subsets X and Y, the capacity of the ordered pair X and 
Yis 4X Y)=CUEX,UEu C(U, u). An ordered pair of vertex subsets (S, V-S), which 
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is a partition of V, is called a cut in G if s E S and t E V-S. A minimum cut is a 
cut of minimum capacity. The minimum cut problem is to find a minimum cut in G. 
The maximum flow problem and minimum cut problem are equivalent in the 
sense that max, o(f) = mins c(S, V- S) holds, which is well known as the max-flow 
min-cut theorem of Ford and Fulkerson [4]. 
In a parametric network, the arc capacities are functions of a real-valued parame- 
ter A. We denote the capacity function by c[n]. We assume throughout this paper 
that the arc capacities are linear functions of I with nonnegative slopes. When 
speaking of a maximum flow or minimum cut in a parametric network, we mean 
maximum or minimum for some particular value of the parameter A. We define the 
maximum flow value functionf(A) to be the value of a maximum flow as a function 
of the parameter 1. The parametric maximum flow problem is to determinef(l). 
The parametric maximum flow problem has been known to have a variety of ap- 
plications. (See [6], for example.) 
Gusfield proves that f(n) is a piecewise-linear concave function [7]. A value of 
A at which the slope of f(1) changes is called a breakpoint of f(A). Although it is 
sufficient for determining f(A) to list all the breakpoints of f(n), Carstensen men- 
tioned, unfortunately, that there exist parametric networks with an exponential 
number of breakpoints [l, 21. However, it is well known that some special paramet- 
ric networks described in the following theorem have at most n - 2 breakpoints and 
we can solve the parametric maximum flow problem for those networks in poly- 
nomial time. Let AA be the set of arcs with capacity functions of positive slopes. 
T(u) is the set of arcs incident with vertex u. The following theorem is due to Stone. 
Theorem A [9]. Zf A, c Z(s) or AA c Z(t) then the number of breakpoints off(A) 
is at most n - 2. 
Theorem A was proved by showing the following nesting property of minimum 
cuts, which is interesting in itself. 
Theorem B [9]. (i) Suppose that AA c Z(s) and ,I, I L2. Then for any minimum cut 
(S,, V-S,) at A,, there exists a minimum cut (S,, V-S,) at ,I2 such that S1 c S2. That 
is, for a given sequence of parameter values A, < A2 < *.. <A-k, there exist minimum 
cuts (Sj, V-S;) at Li (i = 1,2, . . . , k) such that S1 c S2 c **. c Sk. 
(ii) Suppose that A* c Z(t) and I, I ,12. Then for any minimum cut (S,, V-S,) at 
A,, there exists a minimum cut (S,, V- S2> at I2 such that S1 2 S2. That is, for a 
given sequence of parameter values AI <&< ... <,I,, there exist minimum cuts 
(S,,V-S;) at Izi (i=1,2,...,k) such that S~~SZS.**>S~. 
Theorem B implies that there exist at most n - 1 different capacity functions of 
A for minimum cuts, and Theorem A follows immediately by the max-flow min-cut 
theorem. Some special cases of Theorems A and B were proved by Eisner and 
Severance [3]. Fujishige generalized Theorem A to polymatroids [5]. 
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The purpose of this note is to show a natural generalization of Theorem B. We 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that A, c T(u) for some vertex v. Then for a given sequence of 
parameter values AI, ,12, . . . , Ak, there exist minimum cuts (S;, V- Si) at ,I; (i = 1,2, . . . , k) 
such that SOC1) c SOC2) c .*. c Sack) for some permutation o on {1,2, . . . , k}. 
Proof. Let (Xi, V-X,) be a minimum cut at pi for i = 1,2, . . . , k. We may assume that 
u fs, t by Theorem B. Without loss of generality, we may assume that u E V-Xi for 
i-l,2 ,..., ~,A,IA~I.+*s&, uEXjforj=q+l,q+2 ,..., k,and~,+,~L,+zI...~I,. 
Let G,, be the network obtained from G by identifying the vertices t and u to be 
the new sink. G,, is defined similarly. By Theorem B, there exist minimum cuts 
(8, V- {u} - F) at Ai (i= 1,2, . . ..q) in G,, such that F 1 Y,> ... > Yq, and there exist 
minimum cuts (Z,, V- {0} - Zj) at ~~ (j = q + 1, q + 2, . . . , k) in G,, such that Z, + I c 
Z q+2 - c ... c z,. Let ~=ZjU{O} for j=q+l,q+2,...,k. Then, (Y,V-yi) is a 
minimum cut at Ai in G for i = 1,2, . . . , q such that u E V- Y for any i and 6 > 
Y, 1 . ..>Y., and (Wj,V-~)is aminimumcut at ~jin G forj=q+l,q+2,...,k 
suchthatvEII$foranyjand Wq+,c W,+,C ... c W,. We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let (Y, V- Y) be a minimum cut at A,such that v E V- Y, and (W, V- W) 
be a minimum cut at I. w such that v E W. Then, 
(i) (Yn W, V-(yn W)) is a minimum cut at hy, 
(ii) (YU W, V-(YU W)) is a minimum cut at lw. 
Proof. If a capacity function is independent of A, the capacity is denoted by c in- 
stead of c[A]. It is easy to verify the following equalities: 
c[ll(Y, v- Y) = c(Yfl w, v-(YU W))+c[l](Yfl w, w- Y) 
+c[A](Y- w, w- Y)+c(Y- w, v-(YU W)), (1) 
CIA] (w, v- w) = c(Yn w, v- (YU w)) + c(Yn w, Y- w) 
+c[l](W-Y,Y-W)fC[A](W-Y,V-(YUW)), (2) 
C[AI (rn w, v- (rn w)) = c(yn w, v- (YU w)) + c(yn w, Y- w) 
+ C[AI (yn w, w- Y), (3) 
C[A](YU w, v-(YU w)) = c(yn w, v-(YU w))+c(Y- w, v-(YU w)) 
+c[A](W- Y, v-(YU W)). (4) 
Since (Y V- Y) is a minimum cut at Ay, 
c[Ar] (Y, v- Y) 5 c[2,l(rn w, v- (rn WI). (5) 
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c[n,l (Y- w, w- Y) + c(Y- w, v- (Yu w)) I c(yn w, Y- w). 
Since (W, V- W) is a minimum cut at ;I W, 
c[A,](W, I/- W) cr c[n,](YU w, I/-(YU W)). 
BY (2), (4), and (7), 
c[~W] (w- Y, Y- w) + c(yn w, Y- w) 5 C(Y- w, I/- (yu w)). 
BY (6) and (8), 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
c(Y- w, v-(YU W)) I c[Ay](Y- w, w- Y)+c(Y- w, v-(YU W)) 
I c(yn w, Y-W) 
5 c[AWj (w- r, Y- w) + c(yn w, Y- w) 
I c(Y- w, V- (YU W)). (9) 
Since capacities are nonnegative, 
c[A,] (Y- w, w- Y) = c[Aw] (W- Y, Y- W) = 0, (10) 
c(yn w, Y- w) = C(Y- w, v-(yu w)), (11) 
by (9). By (l), (3), (lo), and (II), we have 
C[A~I (Y, V- Y) = C[A,I (rn w, v- (yn w)), 
and by (2), (4), (lo), and (II), we have 
c[I,](W, I/- W) = c[Aw](YU w, V-(YU W)). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
By Lemma 2(i), (YfI Wq+l, V-(x n W4+,)) is a minimum cut at pi for i= 
1,2, . . . . q. Then we have 
Y4n w,,, C_ Y4_,n w4+t c ... c r,n w~+~ c w,+~ c w,,, c ... c w, 
as desired. q 
Notice that we can also prove Theorem 1 by using Lemma 2(ii). 
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 which can also be derived 
from Theorem A. 
Corollary 3. Zf A, c T(v) for some vertex v then the number of breakpoints of f(n) 
is at most n - 2. 
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We conclude with the following remarks: 
(1) Gallo, Grigoriadis and Tarjan [6] proved that Theorem B is true even if arc 
capacities are nondecreasing functions. Thus Theorem 1 is also true even if arc 
capacities are nondecreasing functions, because in the proof of Theorem 1 we 
assumed the linearity of arc capacities only when we used Theorem B. It is also 
worth noting that Stone’s proof of Theorem B can easily be generalized to the case 
when arc capacities are nondecreasing functions. 
(2) It does not seem that the extension of Theorem 1 is possible by the following 
reasons. First, Carstensen actually mentioned that if A, cT(u)UT(u) for some 
vertices u and u then there exist parametric networks with an exponential number 
of breakpoints [1,2]. Second, the assumption that arc capacities have nonnegative 
slopes (or arc capacities are nondecreasing functions of A) is essential since Carstensen 
also mentioned that if we allow negative slopes for arc capacity functions then there 
exist parametric networks with an exponential number of breakpoints even if A, L 
T(u) for some vertex u [l, 21. 
(3) Gallo, Grigoriadis and Tarjan [6], and Martel [8] give quite efficient algo- 
rithms to solve the parametric maximum flow problem for parametric networks 
with AA c Z(s). We can also efficiently solve the problem for networks G with AA c 
T(u) for some vertex u by solving the problems for GsV and r,,, by one of the algo- 
rithms mentioned above, and determiningf(A) by a method proposed by Eisner and 
Severance [ 31. 
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